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VR Mergers & Acquisitions is a leading international business intermediary

firm, serving a diverse client base that includes individuals, corporations and

institutions, seeking assistance in the acquisition, divestiture or valuation of

mid-market companies.

DIVESTING YOUR BUSINESS.
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VR Mergers & Acquisitions grew as a

result of the demand placed on VR, 

which was founded in1979, to expand 

its Valued Representation model to the 

mid-market worldwide. With diligence and 

expertise, a commitment to 

recruiting and training the top business 

intermediaries, and combined with 

unsurpassed professionalism, we can 

proudly state…

PROVEN SUCCESS.

VR
Has Sold More Businesses 
In The World Than Anyone.®

VR Mergers & Acquisitions specializes

in the merger, acquisition and

divestiture services for the mid-market

company. As the innovative leader in

the sale of privately-held companies,

VR has the proven skills and resources

to succeed in an increasingly complex

market. We are committed to providing

quality intermediary services with the

goal of serving every client competently

and confidentially.

Our area of expertise is to value, market

and divest privately held and closely held

companies. VR Mergers & Acquisitions

assists in all phases of the transaction,

including initial analysis, planning,

valuation, identifying and qualifying

prospective acquirers, negotiations, and

comprehensive follow-through. By

providing thorough assistance and

professionalism before, during and after

the transaction, we assure our clients of

the greatest possible opportunity for

success. VR M&A brings the power of

synergistic outreach to the business

transaction through its network of

professional business intermediaries 

around the world.
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WHY CHOOSE 
VR MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS.

VR Mergers &
Acquisitions has a proven
reputation for its…

   Business Specialists

   Professional Services

   International Database of 
   Acquisition Clients

   Enterprise Valuations

   Confidentiality

   Commitment to Success

And most important, for completing
the transaction.

    We take pride in providing the  
   highest level of service while 
   adhering to strict, ethical 
   and professional standards
   of practice.

When a company owner is preparing to 

sell - for whatever reason - it is time to 

consult with a professional business

intermediary. VR Mergers & Acquisitions’ 

intermediaries provide a wealth of 

information and expertise that will 

ensure the seller enjoys a smooth and 

successful transaction. 

Whether the company is being sold to 

realize a profit from years of hard work, 

or to free the owner to move on to new 

opportunities, it is important that the 

company be presented professionally to 

the right entity. Valued Representation 

through VR Mergers & Acquisitions 

assures this. Making educated, objective 

decisions on financial issues comes 

naturally to the company owner. Yet the 

decision to sell the company can be 

difficult and complex. This decision 

requires weighing the advantages of 

transition against the time and energy 

that has been invested in growing the 

enterprise. These are important issues. 

Once the decision to sell is made, the 

seller wants to find a buyer who 

appreciates the value of the company.
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Documentation

From an acquirer’s perspective, a 

significant portion of the value of a 

company is its future opportunity. 

Comprehensive documentation 

presented in a professional and 

concise manner that helps formulate 

and demonstrates potential is part 

of the VR Offering Memorandum.

Acquirer Identification

Identifying and qualifying potential 

parties interested in acquiring your 

enterprise is an essential element in a 

successful transaction. The VR Buyer 

Tracking System maintains an 

international database of interested 

parties looking for specific criteria for 

their acquisition strategy.

Reputation

Structuring the transaction to optimize the 

value of a company is the most critical 

stage in the transaction. VR M&A has 

earned its reputation as the premier 

business intermediary organization in the 

world, servicing the needs of mid-market 

privately held enterprises.

Results

VR Has Sold More Businesses In The
World Than Anyone.®  

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM
VR MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS.

Commitment

Since 1979, VR has been the premier

brand in the sales of privately held

businesses. VR M&A specializes in the

acquisition and divestiture of mid-market

companies through Valued

Representation of its clients.  

Experience

VR Has Sold More Businesses In The
World Than Anyone.®  

Our experience has been gained by 

years of successful transactions involving 

companies from nearly every market 

segment. The VR proven strategic 

marketing program minimizes risks 

and maximizes the financial opportunity 

to our clients.

International Resources

A global economy requires an 

international perspective. Every business 

is unique therefore; every transaction 

requires special skills and resources. VR 

M&A has professional intermediaries 

around the world who work inside the 

confidential VR framework to source and 

match acquirers and companies.  
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MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS ACTIVITY.

A variety of acquirers have entered 
the mid-market arena; public and 
private companies, international 
entities, private equity groups and 
high net worth individuals.

VR Mergers & Acquisitions is skilled at 

identifying qualified acquisition parties 

for the companies it represents. 

Whether the transaction involves public 

or private, domestic or international 

entities, your decision to have Valued 

Representation will enhance the 

chances of a successful transaction.

There is more money devoted to 
buying Mid-Market businesses now 
than ever before in history.

Privately owned business owners with 
a planned exit strategy are the 
primary benefactors of the current 
M&A activity.

There are more qualified acquirers 
for well-run mid-market companies 
than there are such businesses 
available for acquisition.

Industry, financial and market 
conditions are causing a surge 
in mid-market acquisitions.
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WHERE IS THE MID-MARKET?

First, a definition of “Mid-Market” is required. VR considers mid-market businesses those that have 

grown beyond single manager entities to significant regional or even national, stature. By our 

definition, this usually implies value between $5 million and $50 million. Most of the mid-market is 

made up of businesses built around a single product area and its natural extensions; therefore, 

they are not usually multi-market companies with a group of divisions. This characteristic means 

the business is a stand-alone unit that does not lend itself to being sold in pieces.

WHO ARE THE SELLERS?

Owners of mid-market enterprises are a 

variety of personas. Generally, these 

businesses can be categorized as closely 

held private, family or small group, or as 

an independent subsidiary or division of 

a larger organization. Owners of closely 

held mid-market companies usually have 

invested completely in the business, both 

financially and emotionally, and feel that 

the sale of their company is a very 

significant event in their lives. This is 

distinct from the situations in which the 

corporate officers of a Fortune 500 

company dispassionately execute a 

strategic shift by a redeployment of 

global resources. It is important to 

understand that both of these types 

are participants in today’s mid-market 

transactions and are dealt with in 

suitable manners.
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STRATEGIC OPTIONS.

will have this opportunity just once. 

Well-defined options based on facts 

lead to decisions that will ensure 

rewarding results.

Business owners are expert at operating 

their companies, but often times lack 

the knowledge and skill set to achieve 

their personal exit strategy. Valued 

Representation through VR Mergers & 

Acquisitions offers the business owner a 

different specialization than the services 

offered by their attorney or accountant. 

The divestiture of your business needs 

to be handled by a professional VR  

business intermediary.

   When is the right time to sell?  

   Is the company ready for sale?  

   How can the company be      
   positioned to maximize value?

Solutions and options to these and many 

other questions can be answered by 

conferring with VR Mergers & 

Acquisitions and their international 

network of skilled professionals.

Thousands of businesses change 

ownership every year, and though the 

reasons for sale may differ, the goal of 

the seller is always the same:

MAXIMIZE THE PROCEEDS FROM

THE SALE OF THE ENTERPRISE

The truth is that all company owners will 

one day exit their business. When and 

how to turn this large asset into liquid 

equity may be the most important 

decision an owner will face to benefit 

both personally and financially from 

years invested in the development of the 

company. With the maturation of the 

Baby Boomer generation, most owners 
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DEVELOPING AN EXIT STRATEGY.

    Giving interests to family members.

By giving part of the business to family  
members who are actively involved in the 
business you can reward them for their 
hard work and loyalty. Then you can sell 
the remaining interest in the business and 
distribute money earned to the uninvolved 
family members.

Succession within the family.

Many owners of privately held businesses plan to pass the company on to family 
members or close relatives by:

Here are just a few of the common exit strategies
VR can assist you with:

     Selling the business to 
      family members. 

This could be a good option if the family 
member succeeding you is not your 
immediate family or if only one family 
member is involved in the business. 
Selling the enterprise to that member 
will free up assets to be distributed 
more equitably throughout the family. 
This is also a good option if you need 
the proceeds of the sale for retirement. 
Selling to family members will keep the 
business in the family and may provide 
for a smoother transition.

An exit strategy involves developing a plan for passing on responsibility for 
running the company, transferring ownership and extracting your equity. 
Since a stable business is worth more than an unstable one, creating a seamless 
transition is essential to maximize your investment. This requires planning 
while the company is in good economic health – working closely with your 
VR Mergers & Acquisitions intermediary and understanding the benefits of 
Valued Representation.
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Employee Stock
Ownership Plan
(ESOP). 

Like the management buyout, an ESOP 

leaves the business in the hands of 

people who you know are committed to 

the company. Whether you are planning 

for a liquidity event, looking for a tax- 

favored loan, or supplementing an 

employee benefit program, an ESOP 

can offer you many advantages. 

Valuation issues for an ESOP are 

unique, having a valuation done 

specifically for the ESOP is especially 

important before making a decision. VR 

M&A works closely with many ESOP 

financing sources that specialize in 

these complicated transactions.

Non-family succession.

Sometimes ownership succession within 

the family is not an option for a privately 

held business. Even when looking 

outside the family for ownership 

succession, it is still important to begin 

planning early to maximize the value of 

your business at the time of sale, and 

receive Valued Representation through 

VR Mergers & Acquisitions.

Two additional non-family options 

that VR Mergers & Acquisitions can 

assist you with to understand and 

possibly execute.

Management buyout.

Allowing management the option to 

acquire your shares in the business is an 

excellent way to transfer ownership to a 

group that is dedicated to the business. 

This may be preferable to having an 

outside party assume ownership, 

especially if you are interested in having 

your business continue in the direction 

you had envisioned. Management buyout 

may provide for a smooth transition and 

little or no learning curve for the new 

owners. VR M&A can facilitate financing 

options and structure the transaction.

DEVELOPING AN EXIT STRATEGY (cont.)
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Value Goes by 
Many Names

“Value” is a worthless term by itself 

because it can mean so many different 

things. A value determined for one 

purpose may be entirely different than 

the value found for another. Relying on 

the wrong type of value can be an 

expensive mistake. Understanding the 

differences between standards of value 

can help you interpret their relative worth 

in your situation:

Book Value is not a standard of value 

at all. It is an accounting term for the total 

net assets minus total liabilities on the 

balance sheet. Intangible assets are 

usually excluded from book value.

Fair Market Value is defined as “the  

price at which the business would 

change hands between a willing buyer 

and seller when the former is not under 

any compulsion to buy and the latter is 

not under any compulsion to sell, and 

both parties have reasonable knowledge 

of relevant facts.” Fair market value is 

used for federal and state tax matters, 

including gift, estate, income and 

inheritance taxes.

VALUATION SERVICES.

A true test of accuracy and valuation 

is the price at which a company 

would willingly change hands in 

the marketplace. 

The valuation of a privately owned 

company is both science and art. 

Since no two companies are exactly 

alike –even within the same industry, 

trade, or service – there is no one 

formula or method that is all-inclusive. 

VR Mergers & Acquisitions uses a 

comprehensive, multi-method approach 

that considers relevant factors that are 

unique to a particular company, including: 

company history and longevity, future 

economic outlook, tangible asset value 

and industry ratios. 

Also considered are factors such as 

historical net cash flows, profitability, 

risk, competition, technological changes, 

ownership transition, owner non-compete 

and consulting agreements, and working 

capital requirements.
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Minority Value is the value reflecting an 

ownership position of less than 50% or 

the inability to make final decisions 

concerning the business. A 50% owner 

may have negative control since he or she 

is in a position to stop actions by the 

other owners.

Non-Controlling Value is the value 

of a non-voting interest, such as limited 

partnership interests or non-voting stock.

Control Value is the additional value 

inherent in a majority or otherwise 

controlling interest reflecting the 

power of control over the business.

Liquidation Value is derived from the 

piecemeal sale of assets. The sale can 

be orderly or forced, which can affect the 

value. This value is typically at the low end 

of the value spectrum.

Intrinsic Value (also called fundamental 

value) is an analytical judgment of value 

based on the perceived characteristics 

inherent in the business, without regard to 

the identity or characteristics of a 

particular acquirer. It represents the 

“true”or “real” value of an asset.

Investment Value is the value to a 

particular acquirer considering his or 

hers specific personal circumstances 

and knowledge of the transaction and 

potential synergies it will create. 

Investment value can be higher or 

lower than fair market value.

Invested Capital Value/Enterprise 

Value is the fair market value of 100% 

of the equity plus the market value of 

long-term debt.

Equity Value is the market value of all 

the assets of a business, including 

intangible assets, less liabilities.

VALUATION SERVICES (cont.)
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Factors Affecting Value

Identifying and qualifying potential parties 
interested in acquiring your enterprise is an 
essential element in a successful transac-
tion. The VR Buyer Tracking System 
maintains an international database of 
interested parties looking for certain 
criteria for their acquisition strategy. 

There are three broad approaches to 
valuation: Income, Market and Asset. 
Within each approach there may be 
many different methods that must be 
considered. After careful consideration of 
the relevant factors, a reconciliation 
of the related approaches is 
performed to determine which 
approaches are most relevant to the 
purpose of the valuation assignment. 

In its simplest form, a business is an 
income-producing entity. The Income 
approach places a value on that expected 
future income while compensating for risk. 

Risk takes many forms in mid-size business: 
size of company, depth of management, 
reliance on key personnel, company specific 
concerns, industry trends and, to a great 
extent, available return on alternative 
investments (equities, bonds, currencies etc.) 

The Asset approach basically places a fair 
market value on the assets of the business. 
It is usually used in liquidation or with 
companies that are asset intensive but have 
poor financial results. The Market approach 
uses information based on actual transactions 
of similar and relevant companies.

When you use VR Mergers & Acquisitions, you 
can rest assured that the valuation process will 
be handled professionally and confidentially.

A VALUATION – STEP BY STEP.

Define Value

The first step is to define what value you 
are seeking. If you don’t clearly define what 
value you are seeking, you may end up with 
a value that does not fit the purpose.

Gather Data

The following information will be gathered: 
historical and projected financial, 
operational and economic information 
about the business, including the 
company’s financial statements, tax 
returns, history of ownership changes 
and résumés of current management. 
Other required documentation can 
include articles of incorporation, vendor 
lists, officer’s compensation, notes 
payable, equipment appraisals, etc.

Determine the Value

Which valuation method or methods 
will be determined to provide the most 
accurate value for the company as a 
whole? At this point, the value 
established for similar businesses, as well 
as the economic climate for the industry 
and the region the company operates in, 
will be taken into consideration.

Adjust the Value

Consideration for the attributes that 
affect the specific shares in question is 
considered. These include their market-
ability, their attached voting rights, whether 
they represent a controlling interest in the 
company, and any special circumstances 
relating to that company. Then, to reflect 
these factors, any discounts or premiums 
are applied if necessary.

Economic Trends

Industry Factors

Competition

Regulations

Market Position

Intangibles

Internal Controls
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VR MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
TRANSACTION OVERVIEW.

Business Proforma: Profit and Loss 

(”P&L”) statements, balance sheet, cash 

flow and working capital requirements 

are projected by year for a 5-year period.  

Market Analysis: Research identifies 

the current and potential markets of the 

business and consideration is given to 

the company’s position within its industry. 

Growth factors, industry trends and 

competition are evaluated.

After the completion of the Valuation you 

will be presented with the expected 

market value for your enterprise.

VR Offering Memorandum

This confidential document is the 

foundation of the marketing campaign 

for the divestiture of your business. 

The VR Offering Memorandum will 

present your business in the most 

attractive manner, explaining the 

company’s past performance and 

revenue generating operations along 

with future opportunity. The company 

will be positioned and presented in the 

format necessary for acquisition.

The Valuation

Since acquisitions are viewed by 

acquirers as investment opportunities, 

the future potential of the company takes 

precedence over its past performance. 

Financial forecasts that can be supported 

need to be developed to demonstrate 

and substantiate the future potential.

We begin the process once VR has an 

understanding of the company and 

marketplace, combined with experience, 

know-how and insight to the goals of 

our clients.

Financial Recasting: This is a crucial

element in demonstrating the real

earnings history of the company to

potential acquirers. In presenting

earnings history for the company, the

financial statements for the preceding

three years are recast.  This procedure is 

necessary to present the financial history 

in a manner an acquirer will understand 

and takes into account unusual, 

avoidable and non recurring expenses.

A determination of value is the most important factor in realizing whether, when
and how to sell your business. In fact, it is the first step in establishing the
foundation upon which a successful transaction is structured.
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purchase price, as well as other pertinent 

contingencies and issues – such as tax and 

legal matters, representations made by the 

seller, financing, or owner participation in the 

business post acquisition.

Due Diligence

The acquirer begins due diligence with 

their team of professionals. Their agenda 

is to confirm that the value of your 

company and its presentation, is an 

accurate account of what is being 

acquired. This is the most delicate part

of the transaction and where Valued 

Representation by your VR intermediary 

is called upon to ensure the transaction 

moves forward in a timely manner toward 

a successful conclusion.  

Closing of a Successful Transaction  

When the needs and expectations of both 

the acquirer and seller have been met, 

a definitive Purchase Agreement is 

executed by all parties to the transaction. 

This document will allow for the legal 

transfer of the stock and/or assets of the 

company to the acquirer for the financial 

consideration agreed upon. 

Acquirer Identification

Through a professional and confidential 

marketing campaign, VR Mergers & 

Acquisitions will identify qualified 

candidates to acquire your company. 

Matching your business to the most 

desirable entity will create synergies that 

will warrant the highest value for your 

enterprise. Through multiple marketing 

changes, your business profile will be 

presented confidentially to candidates 

who have shown interest in acquiring 

your organization.

Negotiating and Transaction Structuring

During the negotiation and transaction 

structuring process, you will work closely 

with your VR Mergers & Acquisitions 

intermediary who is experienced in the 

complex process of the transaction. VR 

M&A manages the negotiations and 

transaction structure while taking into 

consideration the benefits you are trying to 

achieve by the divestiture of your business. 

Once preliminary negotiations are 

completed a tentative agreement is 

structured. This can be in the form of a 

Letter of Intent or a definitive Purchase 

Agreement. Either document outlines the 

primary economic considerations or 

VR MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
TRANSACTION OVERVIEW (cont.)
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COMMON PROBLEMS TO AVOID
FOR A SUCCESSFUL TRANSACTION.

“Dressing up” of Financial Statements

before the Sale

“Dressing up” tactics can include 

deferral of R&D expenses, and repairs 

and maintenance, “release” of inventory 

reserves, unduly low reserves, or 

estimates for such things as bad debts, 

pension accounting, sales returns and 

allowances, warranties, slow-moving 

and excess inventories, and undisclosed 

changes in accounting principles 

and methods.

Receivables Not Collectible at

Recorded Amounts

Doubtful accounts, cash and trade 

discounts, dated receivables, and sales 

returns and allowances may not be 

adequately reserved for.

Credibility and Integrity of Management

A private investigation may be needed 

to obtain sufficient information and 

background on target management 

to determine if it is right for the job 

and trustworthy.

Inventory Distortions

Undervaluation of inventory by private 

companies minimizes taxes but can lead 

to distorted earnings trends.

Overvaluation of Inventory

A key source of overvalued inventory is 

unrecorded inventory obsolescence 

caused by product overruns, changing 

technology, new product development 

and maturing or discontinued products. 

The overvaluation usually results from 

excessive obsolescence or failure to 

count inventory on hand accurately.

Litigation

Few companies are free of litigation, the 

most common resulting from product 

liability. This type of liability often surfaces 

well after the acquisition.

It is helpful to know some of the more common financial and accounting problems
that are frequently uncovered during the due diligence investigation.
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Personal Expenses in the 

Financial Statements 

Personal expenses usually reduce

reported net income. But such costs also

can be used to affect trends and produce

a favorable appearance that is misleading

if not recast accurately. Proforma

adjustments by the seller to eliminate

such expenses often are overstated.

Tax Contingencies

Tax contingencies represent one of the

biggest problem areas in an acquisition,

because most companies tend to be 

very aggressive when preparing their 

tax returns.

Unrecorded Liabilities 

Unrecorded liabilities may include vacation

pay, sales returns, allowances and

discounts (volume and cash), pension

and insurance liabilities, loss contracts

and warranties, among others.

Related Party Transactions

Related party deals can have a material

effect on the company under new

ownership or on the historical trends

presented during negotiations.

Poor Financial Controls

Included in poor financial controls are poor 

pricing and costing policies, and deficient 

budgeting systems and controls.

Regulatory Problems

Lack of compliance with environmental 

laws has become a significant problem. 

Other regulatory problems may exist in 

the area of safety, taxes, labor and so on.

Reliance on a Few Major 

Customers or Contracts

Loss of a major customer can have a 

material effect on operations.

Need for Significant Future Expenditures

Significant future expenditures needed 

might include relocation or expansion, 

replacement of aging equipment, or new 

product development requirements to 

remain competitive.

Unusual Transactions

Extraordinary actions such as sales of 

assets often improve the trend presented 

by the selling company.

COMMON PROBLEMS TO AVOID
FOR A SUCCESSFUL TRANSACTION (cont.)



Valued Representation requires an

array of expert skills to navigate the

divestiture and acquisition process.

You can be confident that your

expert VR Mergers & Acquisitions

intermediary provides unmatched

experience in the ability to establish

value, identify potential acquirers,

protect confidentiality and negotiate

the most advantageous transaction.  

VR Has Sold More 
Businesses In The World  

Than Anyone.®
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